
2024 Harvard Certamen Syllabus
This syllabus is mostly identical to the 2023 syllabus, with minor changes and clari�cations.

Question Distribution

The tournament will consist of 5 rounds (3 prelims, 1 semis, and 1 �nals) of 20 toss-ups, each with two bonus
questions. The distribution of questions will be similar to last year.

Novice (Latin ½ and I) & Intermediate (Latin II):
● 9 Language

○ These will roughly be divided as follows:
○ 2 Sentence Translations (English to Latin or vice versa)
○ 2Vocabulary
○ 1 Latin Derivatives
○ 1 PMAQ (Phrases, Mottoes, Abbreviations, and Quotations)
○ 3 Syntax/Misc. (e.g. Verb Flip, Noun/Adjective Agreement, Case Uses, Commands, or more of any of

the above)
■ There will also be three passages, one in prelims, one in semis, and one in �nals.

● 5Greco-RomanMythology
● 4-5RomanHistory
● 1-2Culture/Geography

○ In total, this usually means 5 Culture + 2 Geo. in Novice, and 4 Culture + 3 Geo. in Intermediate.

Advanced (Latin III+):
● 7 Language

○ These will roughly be divided as follows:
○ 1-2 Sentence Translations (English to Latin or vice versa)
○ 1Vocabulary
○ 1 Latin Derivatives
○ 1 PMAQ (Phrases, Mottoes, Abbreviations, and Quotations)
○ 2-3 Syntax/Misc. (e.g. Verb Flip, Noun/Adjective Agreement, Case/Clause Uses, Commands, Literary

Devices, or more of any of the above)
■ There will also be three passages, one in prelims, one in semis, and one in �nals.

● 4Greco-RomanMythology
● 4RomanHistory
● 4 Latin Literature
● 1Culture/Geography

○ Each round will alternate between Culture and Geography, i.e. 3 Culture + 2 Geo. total. Some History
questions may ask aspects of “social history” or use clues based on geography, though.



Di�culty and Style

Like other recent tournaments, this tournament is written with a philosophy of harder lead-ins, easier answers. This
means that �rst clues of questions are designed to reward deeper knowledge (within reason; a prelims �rst clue will be
easier than a �nals �rst clue), and subsequent clues gradually become easier. Questions will typically contain one bonus
that is slightly harder and one that is substantially harder than the toss-up. The clearest references for style are Harvard
2021-2023, Yale 2020-2023, and Keartamen 2-5 (2021-2024). Advanced will attempt to replicate the di�culty of Yale
2023, especially in semis/�nals. PCL 2-3 is stylistically similar but substantially harder. For a full set of past Certamen
questions, use the Ultimate Certamen Library (by Jinwoo Kim).

Sources and Study Materials

This document, though slightly outdated, gives a good idea of the most common question types in each category. For
newer players, theCertamen Starter Kit contains invaluable lists and resources for all categories to help ease the
transition into the sourcebooks, and the Public Certamen Resources folder has a plethora of guides, notes, and tests
of various levels. The FJCL website also has many helpful guides, as does the Keartamen website.

Language:
In addition to the level-speci�c grammar topics below, the following sourcebooks will be used for all levels:

● Derivatives: All etymologies will be veri�able on Etymonline, and based on the appropriate vocabulary for each
level. Rudolph Schae�er’s Latin-English Derivatives Dictionary1 is the primary study material.

● PMAQ: The main sources will be Eugene H. Ehrlich’s Amo, Amas, Amat andVeni, Vidi, Vici, as well as Jon
R. Stone’s Latin for the Illiterati andMore Latin for the Illiterati. Useful study materials are Wikipedia’s list of
state mottos, as well as any guides such as the FJCL guide, especially in the lower levels.

● Grammar/Syntax: The ultimate authority will be Allen and Greenough’s New Latin Grammar (A&G).

● Vocabulary: The ultimate authority will be the Lewis and Short dictionary.

● Literary Devices: See the NJCL List, as well as any other devices typically taught in the AP curriculum.

The following topic breakdowns are not all-inclusive, and some boni or semis/�nals toss-ups may deviate from the
schemes given here. Nevertheless, the following should be seen as a baseline for what is expected of players in each level.

Novice:
Vocabulary:

● Most words will be drawn from the NJCL Core Vocabulary List and standard Latin 1 textbooks.

Syntax:
Players should be able to:

● Decline nouns of all �ve declensions (with primary emphasis on the �rst three)
● Understand these case usages in translations and syntax questions:

○ Nominative: subject, predicate
○ Genitive: possession, partitive, description

1 The link is to a freely available, revised version courtesy of Michael Kearney.

https://sites.harvard.edu/classicalclub/certamen/questions/
https://sites.harvard.edu/classicalclub/certamen/questions/
https://www.yalecertamen.org/pastquestions
https://www.keartamen.org/questions
https://sites.google.com/view/premiercertamen/questions
https://www.certamenlibrary.org
http://www.thelatinlibrary.com/certamen/questions.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wn2cPrTzuoozvtrpA99QcJODzdpvb6I9EyMXGH5JnfI/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1htRuApLnLPhT7ZzVyOddamjK5r2GOLKr
https://www.fjcl.org/regional-study-guides.html
https://www.keartamen.org/resources
https://www.etymonline.com
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e7e9b4c60c39844d6515b9a/t/5f753f9f96d0d45d87734ce7/1601519520330/derivs-dictionary-with-definitions.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_and_territory_mottos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_and_territory_mottos
https://www.fjcl.org/uploads/4/3/4/0/4340783/pmaq_study_guide.pdf
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0001
https://orbilius.org/glossa/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13w7DH-JJo6Q-StXALo4a-P1qSDpKZE5efLkRrE9ekzc/edit
https://www.njcl.org/Portals/1/Site%20Documents/Convention/Certamen/Core%20Basic%20Vocabulary.pdf


○ Dative: indirect object, possession, common special verbs
○ Accusative: direct object, place to which, duration of time, with prepositions, extent of space
○ Ablative: means, manner, agent, place from which, place where, accompaniment, respect, time when,

time within which, with prepositions, separation, absolute (in later rounds)
○ Vocative: direct address
○ Locative: place where
○ Note that more case usages (within reason) may be introduced in boni or semis/�nals questions.

● Form 1st/2nd and 3rd declension adjectives as well as regular adverbs
● Be familiar with regular comparatives and superlatives, especially identifying and translating them

● Identify and decline personal pronouns (egō, tū, nōs, vōs, suī) and demonstratives (hic, ille, is)
● Identify and decline the relative pronoun (quī) and the interrogative pronoun (quis), and (in later rounds)

form basic sentences with relative clauses

● Conjugate verbs of all four conjugations in the active and passive indicative, with emphasis on the present,
imperfect, future, and perfect tenses, and emphasis on the active voice in prelims

○ Be comfortable with sum, esse and volō, velle and their compounds
● Form present active imperatives, singular and plural (including the common irregular imperatives), as well as

the negative command (nolī + in�nitive)
● Comprehend and translate (in both directions) simple Latin questions (who, what, when, where, why, etc.)
● Form present active and perfect passive participles (in semis/�nals)
● Form present and perfect active/passive in�nitives; use the complementary in�nitive in sentences
● Translate simple subordinate clauses (quod causal clauses, etc.) and (in semis/�nals) indirect statements

Intermediate:
Vocabulary:

● Players should be very familiar with the Core Vocabulary (linked above) as well as the vocabulary of a standard
Latin 2 textbook. Consider starting to learn Brunel’s Basic Latin Vocabulary, especially for later rounds.

Syntax:
Players should be fully comfortable with the material at the novice level, and additionally should be able to:

● Understand additional case usages (within reason), such as:
○ Genitive: subjective, objective
○ Dative: special adjectives, purpose, reference, agent, double dative construction
○ Ablative: description, comparison, degree of di�erence

● Know the common irregular comparatives/superlatives as well as the so-called ūnus nauta adjectives that form
their genitive singular in -īus and dative singular in -ī

● Be familiar with other demonstratives or pronouns, especially in the later rounds (e.g. aliquis, quīdam, ipse)

● Conjugate verbs in the indicative, including deponent verbs and all the common irregular verbs (sum, volō, eō,
ferō, fīō, dō)

○ Be able to form all participles and in�nitives, as well as (especially in the later rounds) subjunctives



● Be familiar with all tenses of indirect statements, as well as (especially in the later rounds) the most common
subjunctive uses: hortatory/jussive, purpose, result, indirect question, indirect command, cum clauses.

● Be familiar with periphrastics and (esp. in later rounds) be able to translate gerunds or gerundives into English
○ Dante Minutillo’s guides on Subjunctive Uses and Verbal Nouns/Adjectives (participles, gerunds, etc.)

can hopefully be helpful stepping stones on this path.

Advanced:
Vocabulary:

● Study Brunel’s Basic Latin Vocabulary and Lodge’s The Vocabulary of High School Latin (with emphasis on the
AP Latin curriculum), as well as words that appear in A&G in connection to particular grammatical ideas.

Syntax:
● Be familiar with the grammar presented in A&G, especially topics in AP readings. Newer advanced players

should use the Verbals/Subjunctive guides linked above, as well as Michael Kearney’s A&G notes.

Mythology:
TheMorford Outline from the Certamen Starter Kit (linked above) is a great place to start. For the epics, there are
many summaries available online. At the advanced level, Nikhil Ranjan’s Iliad,Odyssey, and Aeneid guides are nearly
comprehensive, as is Dante Minutillo’s Ovid Outline. All clues will derive from the sources below.

Novice:
● Mythology by Edith Hamilton (not including Norse myths)
● Major events fromHomer’s Iliad andOdyssey, Vergil’s Aeneid, and Ovid’sMetamorphoses
● Some lead-ins or boni may come from ClassicalMythology byMorford and Lenardon

Intermediate:
● Greater knowledge of all the above, especially Morford
● Lead-ins and boni may come from eitherDictionary of ClassicalMythology orMeridian Handbook of Classical

Mythology (see below). It will not matter which book you use, thoughMarch is a superior work of scholarship.

Advanced:
Players should be comfortable (within reason) with all of the following sources:

● Homer’s Iliad andOdyssey, Vergil’s Aeneid, and Ovid’sMetamorphoses
● Dictionary of ClassicalMythology by JennyMarch orMeridian Handbook of ClassicalMythology by Edward

Tripp
○ Toss-up answers and most clues will be common to both books. Some lead-ins or boni may be

exclusive to one of them.

History:
The RomanHistory Outline from the Certamen Starter Kit (linked above) is a great place to start. You can also study
the NRCE study guides for each level (available at the bottom here), and Ketan Ramakrishnan’s outlines for
monarchy/republic and empire are invaluable even at the advanced level. All clues will derive from the sources below.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1grLZjjJ416loSLi7Y91SGyq1WHFWsLIp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OyVNVlKmNNXZRrZE78zk-DfqzVPgVfjA/view?usp=sharing
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e7e9b4c60c39844d6515b9a/t/5f753fa9f1147e7016ee9928/1601519530102/A%2BG+Notes.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZgiKXNsoV2h5AwykjJWuzIB0Ry6vEPWwKx2BHjycAdY/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bnwbnkUtx0YYu4It_Oz83GXJt5LtinZFNeOV9e9wCNs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ssp6P8Dwg7lYc2uj8ZZQUfPIQV5VpSEy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u4a0D5fV50F3N0oiHT7x_1TzIx56hUfi/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11OtVu_H-Wx6-2fru9BVFcBLXcQcITMRgGmA_n2skutc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NKIzAF3ZjByY5D_0GbwgksH8nx40J-H4fbuivp2XAF4/copy
https://www.njcl.org/Online-Exams/National-Roman-Civilization
https://www.wjcl.org/uploads/3/8/8/8/38887653/romanhistoryrepublicandmonarchy__1_.pdf
https://www.wjcl.org/uploads/3/8/8/8/38887653/romanhistoryempiretolate__2_.pdf


Novice:
● Focus on the monarchy, republic, and early empire (to 180 A.D.), with only major �gures from 180-476 A.D.
● The Yale Certamen syllabus has a good list of foundational topics to know from 753-201 B.C., though

questions here may go beyond those, especially in the later rounds.
● Key topics from AHistory of the Roman People by Heichelheim, Yeo, andWard
● Well-known stories from the widely used guides (especially for the monarchy)

Intermediate:
● AHistory of the Roman People by Heichelheim, Yeo, andWard (at a deeper level)
● Key topics from AHistory of Rome by Cary & Scullard
● Well-known stories from the guides and the two Chronicles books (see below)

Advanced:
Players should be comfortable (within reason) with all of the following sources:

● AHistory of the Roman People by Heichelheim, Yeo, andWard (to the death of Justinian)
● AHistory of Rome by Cary & Scullard
● Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita, Book 1

Players should be familiar with these sources, though toss-up answers will not derive from them:
● Chronicle of the Roman Republic by Philip Matyszak
● Chronicle of the Roman Empire by Chris Scarre
● Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita, Books 2-5

Culture/Geography:
The NRCE study guides for each level (available in the right column here) give most of the relevant information for
Roman life, starting in the second half of each guide. All clues will derive from the sources below:

● The Private Life of the Romans by HaroldWhetstone Johnston
● Handbook to Life in Ancient Rome by Leslie and Roy A. Adkins (especially for military terminology)

For geography, any map of the Roman empire (including those presented in Adkins or Heichelheim) should do.
Players should be able to convert ancient names of cities and some physical landmarks to their modern names, and vice
versa. In addition, players should consultRome: An Oxford Archaeological Guide by Amanda Claridge, or any
equivalent resource, for information on the geography of Rome itself.

Literature:
The FJCL Guide and Ketan’s outline are good places to start. All clues will derive from the sources below::

● Latin Literature: A History by Gian Biagio Conte (tr. Joseph B. Solodow)
● AHistory of Latin Literature byMoses Hadas (will be used less than Conte)
● On very rare occasions, writers may use theOxford Classical Dictionary or theOxford Companion to Classical

Literature for clues that are not explicitly stated in the other sourcebooks but can be deduced with a logical
extension of knowledge. Players are not expected to study those books.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/599efe459f8dce5613536511/t/5f98bc2625d91d1942197017/1603845158631/Yale+Certamen+Syllabus+2020+10.27.pdf
https://www.njcl.org/Online-Exams/National-Roman-Civilization
http://www.forumromanum.org/life/johnston.html
http://www.fjcl.org/uploads/4/3/4/0/4340783/latin_lit_study_guide.pdf
https://www.wjcl.org/uploads/3/8/8/8/38887653/literature_resources.pdf

